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The Best 2019 Interior Design Trends – From which materials and finishes feel fresh to a 
surprising design style comeback we never saw coming, here’s a roster of enviable 2019 
interior design trends to consider and give a go for good reason along with helpful tips from 
our designers. 
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Materials & Finishes: 

 

Every year we see remarkable progress with uses of materials and how they are produced, but 
leave it to renowned designer Patricia Urquiola to create a collection of tables utilizing 
tempered, light as a feather glass with irregular veins echoing those found in marble. 

Her mesmerizing series of oval-shaped tables laid on asymmetrical legs are dynamic and 
enchanting with the glass top’s vein pattern appearing to be fluid with a shift of viewpoints 
creating a sensual and dynamic option that tops our list of 2019 interior design trends that go 
beyond the expected. 
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The Color Of The Year: 

 

Since we couldn’t share the top 2019 interior design trends without taking in the color of the 
year and our take on it – here goes.  For the last 20 years, Pantone Color Institute members 
have been analyzing what emerge the following year as a trend by selecting the main color as a 
guide. 

The color of 2019 is chosen: it is the “Pantone 16-1546”, also known as “Living Coral”: The 
long-awaited decision was revealed, here is the color that was chosen for the year 2019 by 
PANTONE. 

“As we continue to seek immersive experiences that offer intimacy and genuine connection, 
Living Coral symbolizes our innate need for optimism and joyful, lighthearted pursuits,” 
–  Pantone 



 

 

Convertible Urban Dwellings: 

From modern iterations on Murphy beds to movable walls and multi-purpose built-in’s, 
convertible dwellings are one of the most sensible and intriguing 2019 interior design trends 
to get our attention. 

After all, who wouldn’t want a home brimming with genius, conversation-starting design that 
makes the best of even the smallest space with practicality, great design, and ease? 



 

 

Compact & Multifunctional 
Furnishings: 

 

As more and more people gravitate towards urban city dwelling, it makes sense for designers 
to finally catch on to the need for smart, multi-purpose furnishings that are petite in scale. 

Say hello to furnishings that can adapt to different spaces and needs and fit into challenging 
rooms that aren’t short on style – making this a welcome trend and one of the most popular 
2019 interior design trends to make a splash. 



 

 

The Return Of Terrazzo: 

 

With the enduring popularity of mid-century modern design showing no signs of slowing 
down, it comes as no surprise that Terrazzo surfaces and decorative extras made a big impact 
on design forecasts looking at 2019 interior design trends. 

A composite material consisting of chips of marble, quartz, granite, and glass to evoke a playful, 
confetti-like abstracted spirit, we’ve seen plenty of genius ways to bring the material into your 
home with Terrazzo covering everything from flooring to lamps to even shower curtains (in 
print, that is). 
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The New Nordic: 

 

Leave it to the Scandinavians to reinvent their signature aesthetic of streamlined essentialism 
with a bold new detail. Whitewashed minimalism has had its moment, paving the way for the 
fresh wave of characteristics here to take its place. Think sleek furnishings paired with 
dynamic tonal qualities which, you will find are a far cry from the typical spectrum of expected 
shades—but more on that later. 

Do you like this post? Let your comment below and share it on social media. Your 
feedback is essential to us. Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. 
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